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Dans cet article, nous ktudions de man&e syskmatique la dkomposition de morphismes de 

semigroupesfinis~:S~TdelaformeB=~n,oir~:S<V,~(V~_,~~~~(V~~T)~~~).Ici,les Vi 

sont des mono’ides, Z reprksente soit le produit semidirect, soit le product semidirect bilateral et 

n est la projection canonique de V,? (V,_, l ... (VI Z T) ...) sur T. Ces rtsultats sont ensuite 

raffiks pour des classes particulikres de morphismes, et en particulier pour les morphismes 

apkriodiques et les LG-morphismes. 

In this paper we study in a systematic fashion the decomposition of semigroup morphisms 

8:S-tTwithSandTfinite,intheform8=rpn,wherecp:S<V~‘,(V,_11...(V,)T)...).Here, 

the y’s are monoids, ( denotes either the semidirect or the 2-sided semidirect product, and A 

denotes the canonical projection of V, I (V,-, 2 ... (VI I T)...) onto T. These results are then 

refined for special classes of morphisms, and in particular for aperiodic morphisms and LG- 
morphisms. 

Introduction 

All the semigroups considered here are finite. In [S] the first author introduced 
maximal proper surmorphisms, or m.p.s.‘s, under a slightly different name, mean- 
ing non-factorizable semigroup surmorphisms, and first proved the basic properties 
including a classification. In part I [lo], we gave a more detailed and complete 
classification of non-factorizable semigroup morphisms 0 : S--t T or m.p.s.‘s. The 
reader is referred to [lo] for the notations and results relative to this classification, 
as well as for the other undefined concepts. 

In this paper, for each of the classes of m.p.s.‘s, we shall characterize classes of 
monoids Vsuch that there exists an injective relational morphism (division [3, 14,151) 
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9 : S< V 2 T for which 8 = vn. Here 2 denotes either the semidirect or the 2-sided 

semidirect product and n denotes the canonical projection of VZ T onto T. These 

results are then extended to larger classes of relational morphisms 8. In particular, 

it is proved that aperiodic morphisms can be decomposed by a sequence of 2-sided 

semidirect products by semilattices (J,), and LG-morphisms by a sequence of 

2-sided semidirect products by groups. Recall that a surmorphism 0 is regular iff e(s) 

is regular iff s is regular. Also, we shall discuss the decomposition of regular vs. non- 

regular LG-morphisms: in the non-regular case it turns out that the use of 2-sided 

semidirect products gives rise to decomposition results that could not be obtained 

by the sole use of semidirect or reverse semidirect products. 

These decomposition results rely heavily on the results developed by Tilson in [ 151 

and Tilson and Rhodes in [9] relative to the derived category and the kernel of a 

relational morphism. Some of the applications were announced in [7]. These results 

and others were also in [16]. 

The paper is divided as follows: Section 1 is devoted to the statement of various 

known results that will be used in the sequel: we deal here with definitions of 

varieties of categories by Thtrien, Tilson [ 12,13,15], semidirect product and 2-sided 

semidirect product of semigroups [9,15]; the definitions and properties of the derived 

category by Tilson [15]; the kernel by Tilson and Rhodes in [9] of a relational mor- 

phism; and a few properties of expansions: Rhodes expansion and the related Stiffler 

and Karnofsky expansions. In Section 2, these results are put to work and we obtain 

decomposition results for each class of m.p.s.‘s. Finally, Section 3 contains the 

applications of this study of m.p.s.‘s to certain classes of relational morphisms, and 

in particular to aperiodic morphisms, LG-morphisms, regular LG-morphisms, and 

for morphisms that are injective on %-classes. 

1. Categories, products, kernels and expansions 

I. 1. Varieties of finite categories 

The study of categories as a generalization of monoids was initiated by Tilson, 

Margolis and Pin in [15,4] and extended in Rhodes-Tilson [9]. It was shown how 

categories help solve decomposition problems for semigroups. We shall review the 

basic definitions concerning them. 

A semigroupoid C is given by a non-empty set of objects Obc, and, for all 

c,d~Obc, by sets C(c,d) of arrows. Also, a binary operation is given, for each 

c,d,eEObc, from C(c, d) x C(d, e) into C(c, e). This operation is required to be 

associative, i.e., if x, y and z are arrows of C, either (XJJ)Z=X(JJZ) and both terms 

are defined, or both terms are undefined. 
C is a category if each base semigroup C(c) (c E C) has a unit 1, that is also a left 

unit for C(c,c’) and a right unit for C(c’, c) for all c’~Ob~. It is clear that one- 

object semigroupoids (resp. categories) are semigroups (resp. monoids). 
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The notions of relational morphism and division of semigroups are extended to 

semigroupoids in the following way (see [15]). Let C and D be semigroupoids. A 

relational morphism v, : C+ D consists of an object function p : Obc+ Ob, and of 

a family of relations ~1: C(c, c’) + D(cp, c’q) (c, C’E Obo) such that if x,x’ are com- 

posable arrows of C, then (xcp)(x’p) c (xx’)~. a, is said to be injective or a division 
(which we denote by cp : C< D) if, furthermore, for any two arrows x, y of C(c, c’) 

(c, C’E Obc), x~f77y~ # 0 implies x =y. When considering categories we require that 

identities relate to identities, etc., see [ 151. 

A C-variety is a class of finite categories closed under division and finite direct 

product (see [15,12,13]). If V is a C-variety, then the subclass V,,, of all one-object 

categories in Y is an M-variety. Conversely, let W be an M-variety. Define gW as 

the class of all categories that divide a monoid in W and IW as the class of all 

categories all of whose divisors, if they are monoids, are in W, i.e., CEIW iff 

V o E obj(C), C(v) E W. gW and IW are C-varieties respectively said to be globally 
and locally induced by W. Clearly gW c IW. We have [ l&12,13] the very important 

Proposition 1.1. Let W be an M-variety. Z denotes the trivial M-variety. 

(1) (gW),= (IW).$4= W. 
(2) Zf V is a C-variety and W= V,, then gW G Vc IW. 

(3) Zf W is non-trivial, then g1 C II c gW. 

(4) Zf H is any non-trivial G-variety, then gH=IH. 

(5) gJ, = IJ, where J, denotes the variety of semilattices (i.e. idempotent and 
commutative semigroups). 0 

1.2. Wreath product and 2-sided product 

Wreath products were introduced into semigroup theory via the Krohn-Rhodes 

theorem, see [3]. Let us recall the definitions. Let S and T be semigroups. The 

wreath product S 0 T is the set ST’ x T with product given by (f, t)(f ‘, t’) = (g, tt’) 
and g(u) =f (u)f ‘(at) for all u E T’. The 2-sided product S 00 T is the set ST’ ’ *’ 

with product given by (f, t)(f: t’) = (g, tt’) and g(u, v) =f (u, t’u)f’(ut, u) for all 

U, DE T’. See [9]. 

Associated to these products, semidirect products are defined. For the sake of 

clarity following [3], when semidirect products are considered, we shall usually write 

the law of S additively (without assuming commutativity). If a left action of Ton 
S is given, S* T is the set S x T with product (s, t)(s’, t’) = (s+ (t . s’), tt’). If com- 

muting right and left actions of Ton S are given, S ** T is the set S x T with product 

(s, t)(s’, t’) = ((s. t’) + (t . s’), tt’). We say that a semidirect product or a 2-sided semi- 

direct product is unitary if the actions of T on S satify 

and 

lr.s=s. l,=s for all SE& if T is a monoid 

t.O,=O,. t=O, for all tE T if S is a monoid. 
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Also we define the reverse products by the following formulae: 

To,S=(S’oT’)‘, T*,S=(S’*T’)‘. 

Note that (S 00 T)’ = S’ 00 T’ and (S ** T)’ = S’ ** T’. 
Classical properties of the wreath product are listed in [3] and properties of the 

2-sided products are to be found in [9]. Results about 2-sided products are also 

proved in [16]. In particular, let us note that SoT=ST’*T and SOOT=S~‘~~‘. It 

is easy to check that direct and semidirect products are special cases of 2-sided semi- 

direct products, and that So T and To,S are divisors of So0 T. Also, we have 

S**T<T*,(S*T), S**T<(T*,S)*T, SooTrTo,(SoT)andSooT<(To,S)oT. 
These products induce an operation on S- and M-varieties. Let V and W be 

varieties. V* W denotes the variety (it is an S-variety if either V or W is one, an 

M-variety otherwise) generated by all unitary products I/* W with V in Y and W 
in W. In fact, we have [3]. 

Proposition 1.2. If V and W are S-varieties, SE V * W iff S divides some semidirect 
product V* W with V in W and W in W. If one of V and W is an M-variety, 
S E V * W iff S divides some unitary semidirect product V * W with V in V and W 
in W. 0 

The definitions of the varieties W*, V and V** W are similar and the analogue 

of Proposition 1.2 also holds for them [9,16]. As a consequence of the properties of 

the products mentioned above, we have W*, V= (V’* W’)‘, (V** W)‘= V’** W’ 
and (V* W)V(W*, V)C V** Wc(W*,(V* W))fl((W*, V)* W). Note that * is 

associative on varieties [3] and that ** is not. Neither * nor ** is associative on semi- 

groups. 

Finally, given a product V= S * T (resp. S **T, T*,S, SOT, SOOT, To,S), a 

canonical projection n is defined from V onto T by (s, t)n = t (resp. (f, t)n = t). n 

is a morphism. 

1.3. Derived category of a relational morphism 

The construction described in this section is due to Tilson, in [15] and in previous 

earlier preprints; for an exposition, see [7]. Given a relational morphism v, : S + T 
it characterizes all semigroups V such that there exists a division v/: S< V* T for 

which vn = 9. 
rl 

V*T- T 

A semigroupoid is associated to the relational morphism p as follows. We 

construct first a semigroupoid R, with objects T’ and arrows R,(t,, tz)= 
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{(s,t)ESxTJt ES(P, tlt= t2}, (tl, t2 E T’). As for its product, if (s, t) ERg(tl, t2) and 
(s’, t’) E R&, t3), then (s, t)(s’, t’) = (ss’, tt’) E R,(t,, tJ). The derived semigroupoid 
of rp, D,, is the quotient of R, by the congruence d that preserves the objects and 
such that if (s, t) and (s’, t’) lie in some R,(tl, tz), (s, t)A(s’, t’) iff, for all s1 E tlcp-‘, 

s,s=sIs’. We denote the class of (s, t) E R,(tl, tz) by (tl, (s, t]) EDy,(tl, t2). Tilson in 
[15] proved the following important theorem which we will use numerous times. 

Proposition 1.3. Let S, T V be semigroups. 
(1)Zfthereisadivision 8:S<V*Tandifyl=tIrr, thenD,<V. 

A 
V*T-T 

(2) Zf v, : S + T is a relational morphism and D, < V, then there exists a division 
B:S< V”*T with y,=Bn and VT’*Tc VOT! 

(3) Zf, further, S, T and V are monoids and ATE lsp, then D,< V implies the 
existence of a division 0 : S < VO T such that en = cp. 

S S 

Proof. We very briefly sketch a proof. For full d;ta;fls see [15]. 
(1) To construct the division, map the arrow t, --L 1, t to tl u, where (u, t) is an 

element which maps onto s. 
(2) Lift s E S to s’= (t -+ i(t (s,s) ts), S) where s is chosen arbitrarily but fixed in p(s) 

and i(a) is an arbitrary but fixed lift to V of the arrow cx of the given division. Then 
(9:s~S)-nS, givenbyS,...S;,-s, .*. s, is the required division by considering the 
object I. 0 

Note the following particular case: 

Proposition 1.4. Zf a, : G -+ H is an onto group morphism, then D, divides and is 
divided by the group ker((o). 

Proof. First, it is easy to check that D,, whose object set is H’, divides and is 
divided by its subcategory determined by the objects in H. For each h,, h2 in H, 

R,(hl, h2) = {(g, h;‘h,) 1 m = K’hzl is non-empty since a, is onto. In particular, R, 
is a connected groupoid (a category with inverses) where the inverse of the arrow 
(g, h) is (g-l, h-l). It is well known that R, divides and is divided by any of its base 
groups. Finally, since G is a group, the congruence d is trivial, so that D, = R, . 0 
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1.4. Kernel of a relational morphism 

This construction is analogous to the derived semigroupoid of a relational mor- 
phism v, : S + T but relative to the use of bilateral products. It was first developed 
by Rhodes-Tilson in [9] (see also [16]). A semigroupoid R2,,, is constructed as 
follows. It has object set T’x T’ and arrow sets 

R2,J(t,,t2),(t;,t;))={(s,t)ESxTltEs~, t,t=t;, t2=tt;}. 

If (s, t) l R2,J(t,, t2), (t;, ti)) and (s’, t’) E R2,J(t;, t;), (t;, tl)), then the product 
(s, t)(s’, t’) is (ss’, tt’) and lies in RZ,,((tl, tz), (ty, ti)). As above, the kernel of v, K,, 
is the quotient of R,,, by a congruence d that preserves the objects. Two arrows 
(s, t) and (s’, t’) in R2,,,((tl, t&(t;, 1;)) are d-equivalent if the mappings from 
t,qF’ x t;fp-’ into (t,tt&-’ = (t,t,)y,-’ =(t;t&-’ that assign to a pair (si,si), 
respectively sissi and sis’s; are identical. We denote the class of (s, t) E R2,Co((tl, tz), 

(6, ;)) by (tl, 1st tl, 61. 
Let us note that 

Proposition 1.5. Kqr = (K,)’ and Kq < D, . 

Proof. The first statement is elementary. To prove the second one, let ,U : T’x T’+ T’ 
be the projection (t, t’),u = t and, for all d, = (t,, t;) and d2 = (tz, t;) in T’x T’, let 
,!I : K,(d,, d2) + D,(t,, tz) be the relation defined by I,U,U = {(tl, [s, t]) ( w = (tl, [s, t], ti)}. 

p is multiplicative by construction. Further, ,u is injective. Indeed, if w, W’E 
K,(d,, d2) and XE (w,u)~(w’~), then there exists (s, t) and (s’, t’) in SX T such that 
t Escp, t’+zs’cp, w = (t,, [s, t], t;), w’= (tl, [s’, t’], t;) and x= (tl, [s, t]) = (tl, [s’, t’]). 
Since (s, t)A(s’, t’) in R,(tl, t2), sIs=sIs’ for all s1 in t,p-l. So, for all s1 in tip-’ 

and s; in t&o-‘, slss; =s,s’s;. Thus (s, t)d(s’, t’) in R2Jdl,d2) and hence w= w’. 
Thus p is a division of D, by Kq. 0 

The analogous of Proposition 1.4 also holds. 

Proposition 1.6. If v, : G + H is an onto group morphism, then KV divides and is 
divided by the group ker(rp). 

Proof. By Propositions 1.4 and 1.5, Kq< ker(p). For the converse, it is enough to 
check that the base semigroup of KV at the object (1,l) is ker(p). 0 

Let us finally note the following elementary lemma: 

Lemma 1.7. Let k= (tl, t2) be an object of K, and (tl, [s, t], t2) be in K,(k). Zf for 
all s, E t,p-’ and s, E tzp-‘, s,ss2 =s,s2, then (tl, [s, t], t2) is the local identity of K, 
at object k. 0 
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Rhodes and Tilson in [9] proved the following (see also [16]). 

Proposition 1.8. Let S, T and V be semigroups. 
(1)Ifthereexistsadivision 0:S<V**Tandifq=8z, then K,<V. 

7l 
V**T - T 

(2) If v, : S -+ T is a relational morphism and Kq < V, then there exists a division 
tY:s< vT’xT’ ** T with p = en, and 

(3) If, further, S, T and V are monoids and lr~ lsp, then KP< V implies the 
existence of a division 8: S< Voo T such that 9 = &. 

VT’&*, T -5 T 
n 

VooT - T 

An important first application of Proposition 1.8, that we shall use later, is the 

following proposition: 

Proposition 1.9. Let S be a semigroup and N be an ideal of S such that N2 = {O}. 
For any non-trivial monoid M and for any large enough integer n, SCM” **S/N. 
If S is a monoid, n can be chosen such that SCM” ooS/N. 

Proof. Let n be the canonical projection of S onto S/N. If we can prove that K, E 11, 
we shall be done, after Proposition 1.1(3) (applied to the M-variety generated by 

M), and Proposition 1.8. So we want to check that every non-empty K,(k) (with 

k = (tl, t2) in S/Nx S/N) contains exactly one element, which is a local identity. Let 

(tl,[s,t],t2)EK,(k): then tlt=t, and t,=tt,. Let now sl~tlY1 and s2et27F1. If 

tl#O, then t,n-‘= {s,} so that sls=sl, since (sis)rc = tit = tl. Similarly, if t2#0, 
ss2=s2. In both cases, slss2=s1s2. If t, = t, = 0, then s,,s2 E N, so that siss2 and s1s2 

are in N2={O}, i.e. s1ss2=O=sIs2. Thus, in all cases, (t,, [s, t], t2) is the local iden- 

tity of K, at k, by Lemma 1.7. 0 

1.5. Rhodes expansion 

In this section and the next ones, we turn to the description of a few expansions. 

The most classical, by which we shall start, is the Rhodes expansion. It has been 

extensively studied, in particular in [14,6, 1,3]. 

Let S be a semigroup. Sg is the set of all finite strict B-chains of elements of 
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S, i.e. the set of elements of the form (s, >.% ... >% s,,). s^z is a semigroup with the 

product 

where ‘$3 is 

61 >B a.0 >a s,)(t] >$q .** >$q t,) 

= %(s, >g ...>,ORS,l~sS,t,l~...Z~ n m St 1 

the reduction given by 8(s) = (s), %(s,~s2) = (s2) and 

~(slL~..‘2~Rs,>~~sn+19~.“.~~es,+,) 

= (!r?(s, 2& .** r,s,)>B !I?(s,+,+ . ..r&s.+,)). 

q : s^@ --t S, defined by (s, >B ... >a s,)~ =s, is an onto morphism. 

The dual construction s^P is the set of all finite strict g-chains of elements of S 

(s, <_Cz! *.. cP sl), with a product defined dually, is also a semigroup, with canonical 

projection onto S (s, <u ... C2 sl)q =s, . Elementary manipulations of the products 

of 9% and s^9 prove the following: 

Lemma 1.10. (1) Let s= (s, >% .e. >% s,) and t = (t, >Z ... >% t,) be in 3%. Then 
s<B t (resp. s<s t, s%t) iff n?m (resp. n>m, n=m), s,,,%t, and si=ti for all 
1 li<m. 

(2) Let s = (s, <u ...<ysl) and t=(t,<, ... <a t,) be in S9. Then ssy t (resp. 
s<~ t, sL?t) iff nlm (resp. n>m, n=m), s,gt,,, and sj=ti for all 1 ~i<m. 0 

The first author also proved the following in [6] for arbitrary semigroups: 

Proposition 1.11. For arbitrary semigroups, the Rhodes expansions have the follow- 
ing properties : 

(1) Let sissy. Its left stabilizer LStab(s, 9%) = {t E s^B 1 ts = s> is g-trivial 

bounded aperiodic and its regular elements are idempotent. Similarly, ifs E S y, its 
right stabilizer RStab(s, s^ 2, = {t E s^ g 1 st = s} is %-trivial bounded aperiodic and its 

regular elements are idempotent. 
(2) If J is a null g-class of s^@ or S”, its Schiitzenberger group is trivial. q 

Finally, the first author proved the following proposition [6]. The proof we give 

here is different from the original one. One of the reasons [15] was written was to 

make this proof possible! 

Proposition 1.12. Let S be a semigroup and M be any non-trivial monoid. For any 
large enough integer n, there exists a division 19 : sg CM” *S (resp. B : S 9 < S *r M”) 
such that On = n. If S is a monoid, B can be chosen to be a division 9% < M" 0 S 
(resp. SY<SorM”). 
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Proof. Since S 9 = (s?“)r, the statements relative to S 9 are a consequence of those 

relative to Sa. We prove the latter by using Propositions 1.3 and 1.1(3), and proving 

that D, E II. Let s E S and (s, [ti, u]) E D,(s), where 12 = (ur >a ... >a uk = u) and su = s. 

We want to check that (s, [ti, u]) is the local identity of D, at s. This is trivial (see 

the definition of D,,) as soon as we notice that for all s^ = (s, >% ... >a s, = s) E sq-‘, 

s^li = $I&-* >$q ~~->~ss,=s1~ssu,2~ -~~2~su~=su=s) 

= (s, >a ..->,su=s) 

1 

=s. q 

1.6. Stiffler expansion 

One simple variant of the Rhodes expansion is the Stiffler expansion 

Let 8 : S + T be an onto morphism and let Q be a &singular g-class r J _ 

of [ll]. 

of S. Let 

6’ : S’+ T’ be 19 extended to Z with B’(Z)=Z (and so VSES, B’(s)= e(s)). For ease 

of notation we write 8’= 8. Recall that Q” is isomorphic to some ._M ‘(A, B, G, P), 
and let .Z’ be the g-class of T that contains Qe. Finally, let M be a non-trivial 

monoid, large enough so as to allow M\ {l} to contain (set-theoretically) the set B. 
To every s of S, we associate an element s of T’ or M, s = (,f, se) defined as follows: 

if t, >gJ’, in particular t,8-’ = {s,} for some sr E S’\Q: if ssr E Lf c Q, then 

,f(tl) = b; in all other cases ,f(tl) = 1. The (right) Stiffler expansion QT is defined 

to be the subsemigroup of T’o,M generated by the s (SE S). We denote by q the 

morphism from QT onto T that maps &, ... S, to &s,) 1.. e(s,). 
Let s,, . . ..s. be in S. 

For each t in T, 

At most one index i (1 I ir n) satisfies (si_ I 0.. s,)& >$ J’ and (si ... s,)& E J’ (with 

the convention that 0 = I). So g(t,) E BU {l} GM. Consequently, QT is independent 

of the choice of A4 and hence, for every non-trivial M-variety V and every I/E V that 

is large enough, there is an injective morphism a, : QT+ TO, V such that qn = q. 

To,V, T 

The idea behind the construction of QT can be heuristically described as follows. 

The element S, * *. $I = (g, (s, . . . s,)e) E QT records the value of (s, . -. s,)6’ and for 
each g-chain s,, ...s,s<~ 1.. <46 srs s2 s (s E S) the g-class of Q (unique if it exists 

and equals g(e(s))) which contains some element of the chain g(B(s)) = 1 when such 
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an &F-class does not exist. Otherwise said, one ‘remembers’ the B coordinate of the 

first fall into Q from the right going left. 

We can also consider the dual construction TQ. 

I. 7. Karnofsky expansion 

An extension of the Rhodes expansion is the Karnofsky expansion. Let 19 : S + T 
be an onto morphism. Let So be the semigroup obtained by adjoining a zero 

to S, and S’ be the set of all (s, t) E So x T' such that st9t <g t. The Karnofsky expan- 
sion Fti is the set of all elements a= [(0, tn)(s,_l, t+,) ... (sl, tl)] of (S’)” (nz2) 
such that si~S(l<iin-l), tjET(2<isn), tr=Zand tj+lLZ?sjBtj<ptti. Note that 

(&I <9 “‘<2 tz<p I)E P. 
We define in r0 a product inspired by the one in ?“. The product [(0, t,,). 

(~,-~,t~~~)...(s~,t~)(s~,z)l. [(O,t:,)(s:,-l,t:,-,)...(s;,t;)(s;,l)l is equal to W,t,th). 
(~~~,t~~t~)...(~~,,t~,t~)(~~~,,t~_~)...(s~,t~)(~;,1)] if l~i,<...<i,<n are such that 

(Cl G! ... <v t,)(t:, <p ... <g? t;, 

=(t,t,:,<~ti~t~<v.“<~ti,t~<yt~~,<,Y.”<6Pt;<~r). 

It is easy to check that T0 is a semigroup, that 77~ : To -+ T is an onto morphism and 

that T0 is generated by the elements of the form [s] = [(0, s@(s, Z)] (s E S). 

Heuristically, the product [s,] ... [s,] (sr, . . . , s, ES) records the strict g-chain 

given by taking the reduction of (s, ...s,)B~g +.. 5p sr 0~1 together with, for each 

leap from one g-class of T to the next, the particular si that triggered it ‘at the 

beginning’. 

Let us finally notice that the mapping q : To- F9 defined by 

[s,] ... [s,]q=%((s;..s,)BI, ...Igqe) 

is an onto morphism. 

Proposition 1.13. For any large enough monoid M, there exists a division v, : To< 

To,M such that cprt = q. 

Proof. By the dual of Proposition 1.3 and 1.12 and by Proposition 1.1(3) it suffices 

to show for D=(DVF)’ (so D is the dual of Dq) that D(f) c {l} for all 

t^E T* * (s, < .-.<~,<I)E?’ and let (reTa, q(a)=(t,<...<t,). Then q(a). 

(s,<.**<s,<Z)=(s,< ... <s, <I) iff tms, =s,. But then directly from the defini- 

tion of multiplication in FO, if /3~ r0 and q?(p) = (s, < ... <s, <I), then a/3=/?. 0 

2. Decomposition of m.p.s.‘s 

We are now ready to decompose the m.p.s.‘s. Recall that we had split the 

m.p.s.‘s into four classes. We shall examine each one in turn, using the notation of 

[lo, Section 31. 
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2.1. Class I 

Let 0: S-t T be an m.p.s. of class I. Recall that there exists a unique &singular 

g-class J, that J’= JB is a $-class, that if G and G’ are the Schiitzenberger groups 

respectively of J and J’, then GB = G’, and that N denotes the group ker(8). Further, 

N is a minimal non-trivial normal subgroup of G and hence N= SX ..- x s with s 

a finite simple group, so (N)=(S). 

Proposition 2.1. There exists a group V in the G-variety (N)=(S) with s a finite 
simple group and a division v, : S< V * T such that qnt = 0. Further, if 0 is a mor- 
phism of monoids, we may choose V so that v, : S< I/o T. 

n 
V*T- T 

Proof. By Proposition 1.3, it is enough to show that DO E g(N), which is equivalent, 

after Proposition 1.1(4), to showing that the non-empty base semigroups of DO are 

groups in (N), whose unit is the local identity. This basically follows from Green’s 

lemma and its application to the Schiitzenberger group. The details go as follows. 

Let tI E T’ be an object of De. If I, $.I’, then t,K’ has at most one element, so 

that every map from t,d-I into itself is the identity: every element of DO(tI) is the 

local identity. 

Recall that, with the notations of [lo, Subsection 3.21, Jo= .M”(A,13, G,P) and 

Jo = J& ‘(A, B, G/N, P/N). If t, E J’, then 1, = (a, g,N, 6) for some a ELI, b E B, 
glEG, and t,K’={a}xg,Nx{b}. Let (t,,[s,t])EDe(t,) (t=sO and t,t=tl). For 

each s, = (a,g, b) (g Eg,N) in t,B-‘, sls is also in tlF1 (since (sis)f9= tit = tl). 

Furthermore, sis = (u,(h, . g)ub)s = u,((ho . g)ubsOt,)ub. Let Q~,~ be the right transla- 

tion of Ht 1 with factor ubsfJb: @b,s E G and sis = (a, g@t,$ b). Also, the mapping 

e : D&A + G that maps (tl, ts, tl) to @b,s is well defined and a morphism. Further, 

the above calculation of sis (si E t,K’) shows that (g@b,s)N=gN for all gegiN, so 

that @b,sEN. Finally, the morphism Q is one-to-one. Indeed, if (tl, [s, t]) and 

(ti, Is’, t’l) are in Ddt,), and @b,s=@b,s’, the corresponding translations, from t,F’ 
into itself, coincide and hence (tl, [s, t]) = (tl, [s’, t’]). Thus, DO(tl) is either empty or 

a subgroup of N with unit the local identity. 0 

Corollary 2.2. The same result holds if we replace V * T and Vo T by T*, V and 
To, V (resp. V** T and Voo T). 
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Proof. We know that if 0 is in class I, then 8’ is too. So (DB)r= DQr is in g(N) and 

hence DO is in g(N’), which is equal to g(N) since N is a group. Also, we know that 

K,<D, (see Proposition 1.5). We conclude by using Proposition 1.3. 0 

If 19 is in class I,, the above results are optimal. Indeed, J is regular and we may 

assumethatH~,isagroup.ThenH~,=GandH,~,=H,s,B=G/N.Ify/:S<I/*T 

(resp. SC V**T), thenG=H&<H&Wc V*H&f?= V*G/N(resp. G< l’**G/N). 

After Propositions 1.3 and 1.4, N must divide V. On the other hand, it is natural 

to think that if 6’ is in class IN, we shall not need groups to decompose it, since 0 

is then aperiodic (see [lo, Proposition 3.71). Indeed, we have 

Proposition 2.3. Let B : S-+ T be in class I,, and V and W be non-trivial A4- 
varieties. Denote by q the projection rl: Fp+ T (resp. q : FM + T). Then there 
exist VEV, WE W, y?:S<V*FP (resp. S<FB4*rVand y/:S<V*(T*, W) (resp. 
S<(W*T)*, V) such that v)zq=wljl=O. 

V*fP 3 S 3 V*(T*, W) 

\Ol J/ 
T 

Proof. The result relative to i=% *r V is a consequence of the one relative to V* py 
and of the fact that 8’ is also in class IN. Let IS= t9qp1 : S-t F9 be the relational 

morphism lifting 0. It is enough to show that the non-empty base semigroups of D, 
contain only the local identity: then, by Proposition 1.1(3) and 1.3, we shall have 

t,u : S< V* F9 for some V in V such that t,un = p. Proposition 1.12 will then allow 

us to finish the proof. 

Let then ii E (Fg)’ be an object of D,. If f, = I, then D,(f,) =0. Otherwise, 

t; =(tl =y,+ . ..<vy1). If fl $.I’, t;p-’ has one element and hence, if D,(f,)#B, 
D,(fl) contains only the local identity. 

So let us assume that tl = f,q E J’= JO. Since 6’ is in class IN, J and J’ are null 

g-classes and both t1 and ii are null. Let tag F,Y be such that fir= fi. Then, after 

Lemma 1.10(2), f,<,t^and hence t^is equal to (t<YyYk_l<Y...<LYyl), with k<n 
and t9yk. Let now s E r$ -’ = tee1 and let us denote by es the right translation of 

?,p-’ by s: Q, maps fiv7-i into itself. So there exists an integer n, such that, for all 

n>nO, (Q,)” =Q,~ is a regular element of the monoid of all mappings from f;yl-’ 

into itself, and sn, t” and t^” are regular elements, respectively of T,Q-‘, TI, and 

(F ‘)i, . If Q, is not the identity on ?, v, ~‘, there exists a power n 2 no of Q, which is 

regular and not the identity either. So we may choose in D,(c) a regular element 

(fi, [s, f]) with fregular in (fY)i, and Q, is not the identity on fip-‘. 

After Proposition 1.1 l(l), t^is then idempotent and hence t2 = t in T. Since t, is 

null, we cannot have tL!?t,, so that t^=(t<iioyk-_l<,IY ...~~y,) with k<n. Also, t@ J’ 
since J’ is null. Further, for all 1 <i<n, ~;>~y, = t, and hence ,v,$ J’. For all 
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1 <i<n we shall denote by zi (resp. e) the unique element of _YiB-’ (resp. 16-l). 

Then, necessarily, s = e = e2. 

Let now si E t;rp-’ =t,K’. For all l<i<n, S,<,Zi in S. Indeed, t,<gyi: there 

exists u in T such that t, = Uyi. If ii E uB-‘, (iizi)e = ti . Since 13 is an X-morphism, 

iiz$&, so that si sy zi. Furthermore, si E J, zi $ J, and hence sl <g Zi. In particular, 

s, cv z,&?e = s and hence sl = sl e = sls. But this makes Q, the identity, in contra- 

diction with our assumption. 

Consequently, D,(f,) has at most one element, which corresponds to the identity 

of f;q-i and hence is the local identity. 0 

Finally, still in the case where 13 is in class IN, we have 

Proposition 2.4. If V is a non-trivial M-variety, there exists V in V and a division 
rp : SC V** T such that VP= 0. If 6 is a monoid morphism, we may choose 
q:S< VooT. 

V**T - T 

s 

Proof. After Propositions 1.8 and 1.1(3), it is enough to show that the non-empty 

base semigroups of KO contains at most one element, which is the local identity. 

So, let d = (tl, t2) E T’x T’ be an object of KO and let (t,, [s, t], tz) E K,(d): t, t = t, , 
tZ= tt, and t =sB. Let also si E t,K’ and SUE t2fT1: (s,ss2)e = tl t, = (s,s,~. If t, $ J’, 
sls =sl since 0 is one-to-one on S \ J= S \ J’K’, and hence slssz = slsz. Similarly, 

if 1, $ J’, ss2 = s2 and hence slss2 = s, s2. Finally, if tl and t2 are in J’, then t, t2$J’, 
since J’ is null, so here too slss2 =s1s2. We may now finish, thanks to Lemma 1.7. 

n 

Remark. A similar proof shows that the same result holds if 0 is in class IIIN,N 

or IV. 

2.2. Class II 

Let 0 : S + T be in class II. We shall use the notations of [lo, Subsection 3.31. 

Proposition 2.5. If 0 identifies rows and V is a non-trivial M-variety, there exist V 
in V and a division cp : S< V* T such that yin = 0. If 0 is a monoid morphism, we 
may choose q : S< Vo T. 

V*T-T 
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Proof. After Propositions 1.3 and 1.1(3), it is enough to show that the non-empty 

base semigroups of DO contain exactly one element, which is the local identity. 

So let 1, E T’ be an object of DO. If ti $ J’, t,B-’ has only one element, so 

that any element of D,(t,) corresponds to the identity on tie-’ and hence is the 

local identity. If t, E J’, ti = (a’,g, b) for some Q’EA’, ge G, b E B and tie-’ = 

a’a -‘x{g}x(b}. Let (tl,[s,tl)~DB(tl): t,t=t,. So, for all alEa’a-‘, (a,,g,b)s= 
(a2, g, 6) for some a2 E a’a-‘. Thus (a2, g, WGq, g, 6) and (a2, g, 6) 5% (al, g, W, and 
hence (a2,g,b)X(al,g,b), i.e. a, =az. So (a,, g, b)s = (al, g, b), (tl, [s, t]) induces the 
identity on tie-’ and (t], [s, t]) is the local identity. 0 

If 8 identifies columns, by [lo, Proposition 3.51, 0’ identifies rows. By demonstra- 

tions dual to the ones of Corollary 2.2, we obtain the following corollary: 

Corollary 2.6. If 6 identifies columns and V is a non-trivial M-variety, there exist 
V in V and a division 9 : S< T *r V such that y?n = 8. If 6’ is a monoid morphism, we 
may choose q : S< To, V. 

n 
T*,V- T 

Corollary 2.1. If 6’ is in class II and V is a non-trivial M-variety, there exist V in 
V and a division v, : S< V ** T such that V)X = 0. If 0 is a monoid morphism, we may 
choose q : S< VOO T. 

V**T - T 

S 

Proof. Use Corollary 2.6 and Propositions 1.5 and 1.8. 0 

2.3. Class III 

Let 8: S-t T be in class III. Recall that we denote by U, the monoid (0, l} that 

generates J, and lies in every M-variety that is not a G-variety. The somewhat long 

proof that follows uses Stiffler expansion QT and Karnofsky expansion r0 (see 

Subsections 1.6 and 1.7). 

Proposition 2.8. Let 0 be an m.p.s. of class III and let V be a non-trivial M-variety. 
Then there exist XE J, , VE V and a division p:S<X*(T*, V) (resp. S< 
( V * T) er X) such that P~C = 8. 

If 0 is a monoid morphism, we may choose v,: S<Xo(To, V), etc... 
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Proof. We know that, for all large enough W, and W2 in W, pT~ To, WI and 

To< To, W,. Let Z be the subsemigroup of T0 x QT generated by the elements 

([(0, se)@, Z)], S) (s E S). A canonical projection n is still defined from Z onto T, that 

maps ([0, s@(s, Z)], S) onto se, and one can check easily that Z divides To, (WI X W,). 

So, for all large enough W in W, Z< To, W. 

We shall (a) construct an onto relational morphism cp : Z + S and (b) prove that 

the non-empty base semigroups of D,-I are idempotent commutative semigroups. 

This will prove the proposition, using Propositions 1.3 and 1 .l. 

(a) For all s in S, we denote by [s] the element ([(O,S~)(S,~)],S) of Z. Given 

s n, . . . ,si in S, we define ([s,] 0.. [sr])~ as follows: 

case 1. If (s, . ..Si)B$J’. ([s,] ... [s,])y,={s;~~s,}; 

Case 2. If (s, a.. sl)BEJ’andforall1Iiln,si...s,$Q,thenagain([s,]...[sl])cp= 

{sll . ..sr}. In this case, if (f,(~,...s~)e)=s,...s,, then f(l)= 1; in particular, 

s,,...s,~J; 

Case 3. Finally, if (s,,...s,)8EJ’ and Sio...S,ELb~Q for some llic5n and 

beB, then 

mn1 *** ]slI)(P=((Sn . ..s.)ee-lnJ)u((s,...sl)ee-lnLb). 

Note that i,, is not necessarily unique, but that b is: if (f, (s,, ... si)B = $,, .a. S, , then 

f(1) = b. Note also that (s, ..a s,)&-‘tl J contains exactly one element, but that 

(sll ...sl)&-‘nLb may be empty. 

v, is well defined. Indeed, if [s,] ... [si] = [s;] a.. [s;], then (s, . ..sr)8= ([s,] ... [s,])n = 

([sk] ... [s;])n = (s; ...s$3 and 3n . ..S. =.!?A a.. s;. By construction of eT, this last 

equality implies that there exists 1 si,rn such that si;..sl ELM iff there exists 

15 j,,<m such that sjO *e-s; EL,. Let us note also that s, ..a sr always lies in 

([s,] a.. [sr])y, and that ([s,] ... [si])v)~ (s;~~s~)&-‘. So v, is onto. Note that, if 

6” . ..s.)8 is in J’, then (s, ~~~s,)L%-’ fl J has exactly one element. 

We now turn to showing that v, is a relational morphism. Let s,,, . . . ,sl, 

sh, . . . ,s; be in S. If [s,] .a. [sr] and [sk] -9. [s;] are as in Case 1 or 2, then 

([s,] ... [sr])~([s~] ..a [s;])yl consists only of s, ..a sis~ .a. s; and hence lies in 

ml1 -*. b1lb:,l ... Nl)P. 
If [s,] ... [s,] and [sl,] ... [s;] are both in Case 3, with b and b’ the associated 

elements of B, let x and Y be respectively in ([s,] ..a [s,])cp and ([&I . ..]s.])p. Then 

xe= (s, . ..s.)e and yO=(sl,--. s;)B are in J’. Since 0 is one-to-one on S \Q, if 

XY $ Q, then (xY)8 = (s, ... s,& ... s;)fJ implies that XY lies in ([s,] ... [st][&] ... [S&D. 

This is the case in particular if at least one of x and Y is in J. Suppose on the 

contrary that x E Lb and y E L,! and xy E Q. Then xygy, so that xy E Lb! and hence 

XY Em,1 *** b,lbL71 *** [4lh. 
If [s,] ... [s,] is as in Case 1 or 2 and [sk] +.. [s;] as in Case 3, with b’the associated 

element of B, let y E ([&I .a. [s;])~. If s,, .a. sI y $ Q, then, as above, using the injec- 

tive of 8 on S \Q, we obtain s, . ..s.y~([s,] ... [si][s;] ... [S&D. If s,...sty~Q, 

then y E L,, and s, ..a s, yr, y, so that s,, ... si y E Lb,. Again this shows that 

s, “’ SlY E ([%I ... bIlb;l ... b;l)v. 
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The last case occurs when [s,] .a. [si] is as in Case 3 (with b the associated ele- 
ment of B) and [sh] ... [s;] is as in Case 1 or 2. Let XE([S,] ... [si])~. As above, if 
xs:, ..a s; $ q, then xsh .a. s; E ([s,] a.0 [si][&] ... [S&D. Otherwise, xsh ... s; E Q. But 
x.9s, . . . s1 for some 1 I ier n, so that xsh ..a s; is 9?-equivalent to .siO ..a s,sA OS* s;, 
thus proving that xsh ... s; E ([s,] .‘. [s,][&] a.. [s;])~. 

(b) Since ~1 is a relational morphism from Z onto S, p-i : S+ Z is also an onto 
relational morphism. We want to show that the non-empty base semigroups of 
D,-I are idempotent and commutative. Let s,, . . . , s1 ES and z = [s,,] 0.. [si] E Z be 
such that D,-1(z)#0. The set associated to z is zu,=([s,] .a. [s,])~. If zy, has only 
one element, then the identity is the only mapping from zy, into itself, and hence 
0,-1(z) contains only the local identity. 

Let us suppose, otherwise, that (s, ...s~)~EJ’, that siO ...sl E Lb c Q for some 
lli,ln and that (s,~~~.~,)&~‘flL~#O. Let s^ be the unique element of 

(S” . ..s.)&-‘nJ=z~nJ. Let also s;,...,si~S, z’=[sL]...[s;]~Z and S’EZ’V) be 
such that zz’=z. In particular, s’B= (s; ... s;)e and (s, ..a sisi ...s;)0 = (s, . ..s.)B. Let 
e be the right translation of zy, by s’. 

Ifs’ E J, then for each x E zp, we have xs’ E J and hence xs’= s^. So e is the constant 
function s^. 

If s’EQ, then s’eLbc for some ~‘EB, and there exist 1 iposp such that 
I 

SPO -.-s; ELb’. But zz’ = z implies that b = b’, so that s’ E Lb. Let XE z(p. If x = 5, 
then xs’=x. If x~ztpflL~, then xs’ lies in Q iff s’ is X-equivalent to some idem- 
potent, so that XS’E Q for all the x’s or for none of the x’s in zqnLb. If xs’t$ Q, 
then xs’ = s^. If xs’Q, then XS’YKX, and hence xs’ =x since 0 is injective on %-classes. 
So e is either the identity or the constant function on s”. 

Finally, let us consider the case where s’B$J’, so that s’B>~J’. In this case, we 
prove that e is necessarily the identity. Assume indeed that @ is not the identity. As 
we did in the proof of Proposition 2.3, we can assume that z’ is a regular element 
of Z,, the right stabilizer of z in Z. Recall that the canonical mapping q : To-+ F-v 
(see Subsection 1.7) is an onto morphism. So, in F9, %((si . ..@I. **a ~~ss;f?) is 
in the right stabilizer of %((s, ... si)0r9 ..a I~ s1 8) and hence there exists kl n such 
that 

(si, -~s;)e.5zqsk+, -*a s,)e, 

W(sl, -s;)e5yI . ..~~is.e)=~((S~...S;)e~p(Sk...Sl)e~, -.+.9,e). 

Since s’e>, J’, we have k+ 1 <i,ln and s’=s’&-‘. Furthermore, z’ is regular, 
so the v-image of its FO-component, ?=W((si ...s;)B19 0.. las;O), is regular in 
the right stabilizer of the element ‘%((s, ..a s,)0$ ..+ I~ si 0) of TO. After Proposi- 
tion 1.1 l(l), 5’ is idempotent, and hence so is its projection in T, (si .*-s&9. In 
particular, s’ = s; ....s; is an idempotent of S. Let then x~zcp. If x=s”, then xs’=x. 
Otherwise, XE Q. Then 

XgS, “‘S,<gSk+l **‘S,gS’ 

and hence xs’=x. So e fixes every element of zp, in contradiction with our hypo- 
thesis. Thus e is the identity on zp. 
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So in every case, D,-I is a subsemigroup of Ui, and hence is idempotent and 
commutative. q 

Corollary 2.9. Let 8 be an m.p.s. of class III and let V be a non-trivial M-variety. 
Then there exist XE J,, VE V and a division p:S<X**(T*,V) (resp. SC 
(V * T) **X) such that qn = 8. 
If 8 is a monoid morphism, we may choose v,: S<Xoo(To, V), etc... 

Proof. This is a consequence of Proposition 2.8 and of the fact that KO divides DO 
(see Proposition 1.5). 0 

If 8 is in class IIIR,R, the above results are optimal in a sense. In this case in- 
deed, J’, J and Q are regular g-classes and there exist idempotents e, el and eo, 
respectively in J’, Q and J such that eB_’ = { ei, eo} is isomorphic to U, : so, under 
0, a subsemigroup isomorphic to Ui has ‘vanished’. More formally, we have 

Corollary 2.10. If 0 is in class IIIR ,R then U, <DO and U, < Ke. 

Proof. We show that U, <DO. The result concerning KO is proved similarly. Since 
Q, J and J’ are regular g-classes, we can choose an idempotent e, in Q. Then 
e=e18EJ’ is idempotent and eK’ = {ei, eo} for some idempotent e. in J. Since 
eleoEef3 -I and eleo~~eo<~el, eleo=eo, so that eK1 is isomorphic to U,. Let us 
then consider D&e): ao=(e, [eo,e]) and a1 =(e, [e,,e]) lie in De(e) and it is easy to 
check that {ao,al} is isomorphic to U,. So U, <D,(e)<DO< V. 0 

. . 
If 8 is m class IIIN,R or IIIN>N we obtain a better result. 

Proposition 2.11. Let 0 be in class IIINZR or IIIN,N. Let V be a non-trivial h4- 
variety. There exist V in V and a division x : S < V ** T such that xx = 6. If 0 is a 
monoid morphism, we may choose x : S< VOO T. 

7I 
V**T - T 

Proof. Let I= {s E S ) not(s>$ J)}. Then, Z is an ideal of S that contains J and not 
Q. Let us denote by rrI the canonical projection of S onto S/I. QU (0) is an ideal 
of S/I satisfying (QU {0}>2 = (0) and (S/l)/(QU (0)) = S/(IU Q). Let us denote 
S/(IUQ) by W, by 7~’ the projection of S onto Wand by nQ the projection of S/Z 
onto w: z’= nInQ. Since t9 is one-to-one on S \ (JU Q) and Qe G JB = J’, se = $8 
implies sn’=s’rr’ for all s,s’ in S. So there exists a morphism p: T+ W such that 
ev = k. 
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\ 
n’ J rp 

H’=S/(ZUQ) 

Since (QU {0})2 = (O}, after Proposition 1.9, there exists V in Y and a division 
I,V : S/Z< VW’x w’** W, with Vwfx w’** WC Voo W’ such that I,Y?Z = nQ. 

H 

vw’xw’** w - w 

vV/d 
s/z 

Also, we note that the morphism from S into S/lx T that maps s in S onto 
(.sn,s13) is one-to-one. Thus we can consider S as a subsemigroup of S/lx T. 

Let then V’ be the subsemigroup of VTlx T’** T (where VT’x T’** TS Voo T’) of 
all elements (f, t) such that, if u, u, u’, u’ are in T’ and uv=u’(p, u(p = u’p, then 
f(u, u) =f(u’, 0’). Then a, : T-+ W induces a morphism p: I/‘+ Vw’x w’** W: 
(f, t)p = (g, t) where g(up, up) =f(u, u) for all u, u in T’. Let Z= S/Zw c VW' x w’** W 
and Z’=Zyl-’ G V’c VT’xT’ ** T. We obtain the following commutative diagram: 

Z’(cVooT1) L Z(~VooW1) 

In particular, lcIWn = nIrQ = n’ and 

nlWV1-‘n=~IWnyl-‘=nl~Q~-‘=n’~-‘=8. 

So the relational morphism x = nl~p-’ : S + Z’ satisfies xn = B. We shall conclude 
by showing that x is an injective relational morphism. Let indeed z’ be in sxnls’x 
(s, s’ E S). Then 2’71 E sxn ft s’xn = sfJ fl s’B and hence se = s’e. Furthermore, since 
p: Z+ Z’ is onto, p-r is an injective relational morphism, and hence so is 
I& : S/Z< Z’. Consequently, since x = nlylvo-‘, sx n s’x # 0 implies s7cI = s’nt . But 
we noticed that (snl, se) = (s’n,, s’8) implies s = s’. So x is injective. Cl 

Finally, note the following improvement on Proposition 2.8: 

Proposition 2.12. Let 0: S+ T be in class IIIN,N, and V and W be non-trivial 
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M-varieties. There exist V in V, Win W and a division v, : S < V * (T *r W) such that 
ipn = 8. Zf 8 is a monoid morphism, we may choose I$I : SC Vo(To, W). 

V*(T*, W) A T 

W//l 
s 

Proof. The proof is the same as for Proposition 2.8. A relational morphism v, : 2 + S 
is defined as in part (a) of the proof of Proposition 2.8. Rereading part (b) of that 
proof, we see that we showed that the non-empty base semigroups of D,-I contain 
only the local identity in the case of a class IIIN,N m.p.s. Indeed, if J’ is null, then 
we cannot have simultaneously (s, -.- s,)B E J’ and sY?= (s; .-. s;)&J E J’. 0 

2.4. Class IV 

Let 8 : S + T be in class IV. After Proposition 2.4 and the remark that followed, 
we have 

Proposition 2.13. Zf V is a non-trivial M-variety, there exist V in V and a division 
9 : SC V ** Tsuch that PR = 8. Zf B is a monoid morphism, cp can be chosen S< VOO T. 

V**T - T 

In fact, we have a better result. 

Proposition 2.14. Zf V is a non-trivial M-variety, there exist V in V and a division 
go : S< V* T (resp. S< T er V) such that PAL = 8. Zf B is a monoid morphism, cp may 
be chosen S< Vo T (resp. SC To, V). 

Proof. As in several above proofs, it is enough to show that the non-empty base 
semigroups of DB contain only one element, which is the local identity. Let tl be an 
object of DO such that DO(tl) # 0. If t, $ J’, t, 8-l has one element, the only mapping 
from tl 8-l into itself is the identity, and hence D&,) contains only the local identity. 
Otherwise, t, E J’ and t,B-’ = {ql, s1 } with q1 E Q and s1 E J. Let then a = (tl, [s, t]) E 
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Do(tr). q,s and sls are still in t,K’. Also, q,ssgql, s,ssxs, and, since J and Q 

are not $-comparable, q,s = q1 and sls = si . So a induces the identity on tt 0-l and 

hence is the local identity. 

The statement relative to *r and oy is obtained by considering Or, which is also in 

class IV. 0 

2.5. Summary 

Let B : S -+ Tbe an m.p.s. We shall summarize the results of Subsections 2.1 to 2.4 

in Table 1. V and W denote non-trivial M-varieties. The notation S< V* T (resp. 

S< T *r V, S< V ** T) means that there exist V in V and a division a, : S< V* T 
(resp. SC T*, V, S-c V** T) such that v)7c = 0. 

Let us note that, for m.p.s.‘s in class IIIN,R, we have not obtained any decom- 

position result using * or *r that would be tighter than the one that holds in general 

for class III m.p.s.‘s. In particular, we have no result allowing us to decompose a 

class III,,, m.p.s. with semidirect product and reverse semidirect product by 

elements of some arbitrary M-variety, while it is possible if one uses the 2-sided 

semidirect product. We shall elaborate on these remarks in Subsection 3.3. 

Table 1 

Class of m.p.s.‘s Decomposition with ** Decomposition with * and *r 

I and I, 

‘Iv 

II,OW 

II COI 

III and IIIR>R 

IIIN>R 

III N>N 

IV 

S<G**T 

S< V**T 

S< V**T 

S< V** T 

S<J, **(W**T) 

S< V**T 

S< V**T 

S< V**T 

S<G*Tand S<T*,G 

S< V*(T*, W) + dual 

S< V*T 

S< T*, V 

S<J, *(T*, W) 

S<(W*T)*,J, 

S-C V*(T*, W) + dual 

S<V*TandS<T*,V 

3. Decomposition of morphisms and varieties 

We shall use the above results to prove new results or give new proofs of known 

results concerning the decomposition of semigroups and morphisms. 

Note the following notational convention: if V,, . . . , VI are semigroups (resp. 

varieties) and T is a semigroup, V,, **(V,_ I **( a.. (V, ** T) .m.)) will be denoted by 

v, ** v,_, ** .a. **Vt**Tand V,*(V,_,*(...(V,*T)...))by I/,*V,_,*~~~*V~*T. 
That is, the order in which the products are performed is implicitly considered to 

be from right to left. 
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3.1. The prime decomposition theorem 

We give a modern proof of the Krohn-Rhodes theorem. 

Let S and T be semigroups and let H be the G-variety generated by the groups 

in S. If /3:S+ T is an m.p.s., we showed in Subsection 2.5 that there exist 

M in J, or H and a division v, : S<M** T such that (prt = 8. Consequently, if 

p : S + T is any onto morphism, there exist M,, . . . , M, in J, or H and a division 

p:S<M,,**... **Ml ** T such that prr = 0: this is obtained by considering a fac- 

torization of p in m.p.s.‘s. Finally, if t: S + T is an onto relational morphism, let 

R = {(s, t) E S x T 1 t E sr}, and (Y and p be the projections of R onto S and T. R is 

a subsemigroup of S x T and a and p are onto morphisms such that r = a-‘P. Since 

cr -’ is a division S< R, there exist M,, . . . , M, in J, or H and a division cp : S< 
M,, ** . . . **M, ** T such that prc = 9. So we proved 

Proposition 3.1. If t : S + T is an onto relational morphism, S< V,, ** a** ** VI ** T 
where Vi (1 I is n) is an M-variety equal to J, or H. Furthermore, if S, Tare monoids 
and 1 E IT, then S<M, 00 .+. ooMlooT with the Mi’S (l<i<n) in J, or H. 0 

Note that, if M is a monoid, M** 1 =M. By applying Proposition 3.1 to mor- 

phisms of the form t : S + 1, we obtain 

Corollary 3.2. Let S be any semigroup. Then SC V,, ** ... ** V, ** 1, i.e. SE 

(Vn)s**.*- **(V1)s **T where Vi (1 li<n) is either J, or H, T={O, (1)) is the 
trivial S-variety and (vi)s is the S-variety generated by y.. If S is a monoid, 
SE v, ** *** ** v,. 0 

This can be rephrased as follows: 

Corollary 3.3. The least S-variety (resp. M-variety) containing J, and G and closed 
under ** is the variety of all semigroups (resp. monoids). The same holds if we 
replace the closure under ** by the closure under both * and *r. 

Proof. The first statement is a rewriting of Corollary 3.2. The second one is a conse- 

quence of the fact that S ** Tc T *r (S * T) (see Subsection 1.2). •1 

3.2. Aperiodic and LG-morphisms 

After [ 10, Proposition 3.81, we know that an onto morphism p : S + T is aperiodic 

(resp. an LG-morphism) iff no m.p.s. occuring in a factorization of p is in class I, 

(resp. IIIR,R). 

Proposition 3.4. Let 5: S + T be an onto relational morphism. 
(1) t is aperiodic iff S< J, ** ... **J, ** T. If S and T are monoids and 1 E 1 r, 

S-CM, ** ... **M,**T whereM,EJ, (15i5n). 
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(2) Let H be a non-trivial G-variety. If T is an LH-relational morphism, S< 
H** . . . **H**T. IfSandTaremonoidsandlElT,S<H,,**...**H,**Twhere 
HiEH (l<iln). Conversely, if S<G**... **G ** T, then T is an LG-morphism. 

Proof. Let t= a-‘P be the factorization of r as in Subsection 3.1. Since a-’ is a 

division, it is enough to prove the proposition in the case of an onto (functional) 

morphism /?:S- T. Let p=8,... en be a factorization of /3 in m.p.s.‘s with 

Bi:Si+Si+i (lliln), Si=Sand Sn+i= T. If fl is aperiodic, none of the Bi’s is in 

class IR and hence, after Proposition 2.5, Si<Ji **Si+i for all 1 lion. Thus, 

S<J,**...**J,**T. 
If p is an LH-morphism, it is an LG-morphism after [lo, Proposition 1.1(2)], so 

that none of the 8i’s (1 ~irn) is in class III,,,. Let us now examine each Bi in 

turn. If f?i is aperiodic, Si< V**Si+ 1 for every non-trivial M-variety V, and in par- 

ticular, Si<H**Si+l. If Bi is not aperiodic, Si < Hi **Si+ 1 where Hi is the G-variety 

generated by the groups dividing some ei+ , e,‘, for all idempotents ei+ 1 in S,, , . 

But ei, it9-’ c ei+ i(8i+ 1 ... O,)p-‘e, .a- Bi_ I< ei+ 1(8i+ 1 ... O,)p-‘. Since /3 is an LH- 

morphism, ei+ i(Bi+ 1 ... O,,)p-’ is in LH and hence so is ei+ 1 8,:‘. Consequently, the 

groups in ei+,O,rl are in Hand Si<H**Si+l. Thus S<H****.**H**T. 
Conversely, let p : S<A4, ** *a. **Ml ** T be such that p= v)rr and the Mi’s are in 

J, (resp. in G). Let also ni denote the projection from Mi ** ... **MI **T onto 
A4_, ****a **Ml WT. Then P=pn,,...n,. But v, is injective and hence trivially an 

aperiodic and an LG-morphism. So, it is enough to show that, if SEA (resp. 

SELG), then the projection 7c from S ** T onto T is aperiodic (resp. an LG- 

morphism). Then p will be a composition of aperiodic (resp. LG-morphism) mor- 

phisms, and hence will be aperiodic (resp. an LG-morphism) itself. Let T’ be an 

aperiodic subsemigroup (resp. a subsemigroup in LG) of T. Then YY1 = 

S**T’EA **A CA *,(A *A) (resp. ELG ** LG c LG *r (LG * LG)). But it is known 

that A and LG are closed under * and *r. So TIK1 EA (resp. LG). 0 

Note that in [6], it was proved for arbitrary semigroups that, if T: S+ T is an 

aperiodic relational morphism and Vis a non-trivial M-variety, then S<A *(T *r V). 
If we apply Proposition 3.4 to the morphism /? : S + 1, we obtain the following cor- 

ollary: 

Corollary 3.5. (1) The least S-variety and M-variety containing J, and closed under 
** (resp. closed under both * and *,) are As and A. 

(2) The least S-variety containing G and closed under ** is LG. 0 

Recall that a relational morphism r : S + T is LI iff it is both aperiodic and LG 

(as a consequence of [lo, Proposition 1.11). 

Proposition 3.6. Let z : S-t T be an onto relational morphism and V be a non-trivial 
M-variety. If 5 is an L&relational morphism, then S< V ** ... ** V ** T. Moreover, 
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if S and T are monoids, and l~lr, then S<M,,oo~~+ooM,ooT with M~EV 
(1 liln). 

Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3.4, it is enough to consider the case of a 

(functional) morphism p : S -+ T. Let /I = 19~ ... B,, be a factorization of p in m.p.s.‘s. 

After [9, Proposition 3.81, none of the ei’s is in class I, or IIIR,R. Thus, if Bi maps 

SiontoSi+1(1IiIn,S,=S,S,+1=T),thenSi<V**Si+1afterSubsection2.5.S0 
S< V** . . . ** V**T. 0 

For each non-trivial M-variety V, let V, denote the least S-variety containing V 
and closed under **. 

Corollary 3.1. LI = n V,, where the intersection ranges over all non-trivial M- 
varieties V. 

Proof. If we apply Proposition 3.6 to the morphism p : S + 1 for SE LI, we obtain 

the inclusion LI c V, for all V. The converse is a consequence of the facts that 

A,=As and that G,=LG. These facts were proved in Corollary 3.5. 0 

3.3. Regular LG-morphisms 

Recall that 0 : S-B T is a regular surmorphism iff e(s) is regular iff s is regular. 

Regular morphisms, i.e. morphisms that are both LG-morphisms and regular, were 

studied in particular in [8] under the name of $*-morphisms. 

Let us first set the following definition: if V is a class of monoids, and S and T 
are semigroups, we say that S is a multiple product of T by elements of V if there 

exists a sequence (Si)s<i<n of semigroups such that S,= T, S, = S, and for all 

1 liln, Si is either of the form I$ *Si_l or of the form Si_, *r I$, with the y’s in 

V. Note that there still exists a canonical projection n : S+ T. 
After [lo, Proposition 3.81 and the Appendix of [8], we know that a morphism 

p: S-t T is a regular LG-morphism (resp. a regular LI-morphism) iff no m.p.s. 

occuring in a factorization of /? is in class IIIR,R nor in class IIIN,R (resp. in class 

III,>,, nor in class II&R, nor in class IR). In view of Subsection 2.5, Proposi- 

tion 2.1 and the proof of Proposition 3.4, this proves the following: 

Proposition 3.8. Let /I : S -+ T be a regular LG-morphism and V be any non-trivial 
M-variety containing the subgroups of S. Then there exists a multiple product V of 
T by elements of V and a division a, : S< V such that (~TC =/3. If p is a regular LI- 
morphism, V can be chosen to be any non-trivial M-variety. 0 

Note that the above proposition holds in particular for V= G. In that case, the 

converse holds too. 

Proposition 3.9. Let S and T be semigroups, V be a multiple product of T by groups 
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and q? : S< V be a division, such that p = cpn : S -+ T is a (functional) morphism. 
Then /3 is a regular LG-morphism. 

Proof. By definition, there exist semigroups V,, . . . , V, such that V, = T, V, = V 
and, for each 1 liln, Vi= Gi * vi_ 1 or Vi-1 *rGi for some group Gi. Also there 

exists a subsemigroup W of V and an onto morphism I,U : W+ S such that v, = I,v/-‘, 

and hence I,U~ is the restriction of 72 to W. In particular, W7z = T. 
Note that a morphism is a regular LG-morphism iff the inverse image of every 

regular g-class is a regular g-class. So, it is enough to show that II : W+ T is a 

regular LG-morphism. Indeed, in that case, if J’ is a regular g-class of T, then 

J;S-’ = (J’rc-‘n W)ty is the image of a regular g-class of W, and hence a regular 

g-class. 

Let us first prove that n : V+ T is a regular LG-morphism. Since rc is the product 

of the Iii: vi+ Vi_, (lliln), we need to show that a projection of the form 

rc : S *r G --t S or rc : G *S + S (with G a group) is a regular LG-morphism. Let us 

consider rc : G *S+ S (the other case is dual). We shall use for G an additive 

notation, without assuming commutativity. Let s be a regular element of S, and 

(g,s)Esn-‘. Then there exists an idempotent e and an element s’ of S such that 

s’s=eandse=s. Letg’=-s’sg. Then(g’,s’)(g,s)=(g’+s’.g,s’s)=(O,e), (g,s)(O,e)= 

(g + .s. 0, se) = (g + 0, s) = (g, s) and (0, e)* = (0, e). So (g, s) is g-equivalent to some 

idempotent of G *S and hence is regular. Thus rr is a regular morphism. In order to 

prove that II is also a LG-morphism, we need to show that, for all idempotents e of 

S, en-’ E LG. Let (g,e) be an idempotent of en-‘. In particular g+e. g=g, so that 

e. g = 0. For all h E G, (g, e)(h, e)(g, e)(- h, e)(g, e) = (g + e. h + e. g - e. h + e. g, e) = 

(g,e), So (g, e)en-‘(g,e) is a group, which makes e71-l an element “f LG. 

Finally, we need to show that the restriction rc : W-, T is a regular LG-morphism. 

Let J’ be a regular g-class of T. After the above discussion, J’K’ = J is a regular 

&?-class of V. Also, since Wz = T, (Jfl W)z =J’. Let WE Jn W. There exists an 

idempotent e in J and an element wi in J such that e = wwl . Since wl rr E J’, we can 

pick w2 in Jfl W such that w27c = win. Then (ww,)n =en is idempotent and, for 

some n, e’= (ww2)’ is an idempotent of W such that e’rz =en. Consequently 

e’s% w in Wand e’E Jfl W. Thus, each element w of Jn W is %?-equivalent, in W, 
to some idempotent and hence is a regular element of W. So, Jn W= J’n-’ Cl W is 

a regular g-class of W, which concludes the proof. 0 

On the other hand, if N is a non-trivial ideal of a semigroup S such that 

N*=(O), then n:S + S/N is not regular. In particular, after Proposition 3.9, rr 

cannot be decomposed through a multiple product of S/N by groups. However, we 

know that this same morphism can be decomposed through a single 2-sided product 

G **S/N for any suitably large group G (see Proposition 1.9). 

This remark makes apparent the main difference between the decomposing powers 

of the 2-sided product on one hand, and the multiple product, i.e. a combination 

of semidirect and reverse semidirect products, on the other hand. 
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It is also of interest to note the following result, whose proof relies on Brown’s 

lemma [2]. 

Lemma 3.10 (Brown). Let S and T be semigroups, possibly infinite, and p: S-+ T 
be a morphism. If T is locally finite and, for each idempotent e of T, eP_’ is 
locally finite, then S is locally finite. 0 

Proposition 3.11. Let T be a finite semigroup and n 2 1. The cardinality of the 
n-generated semigroups S such that there exists a regular LI-morphism p : S + T is 
bounded. 

Proof. Let A be a n-letter alphabet and S be a possibly infinite A-generated semi- 

group. Let fi : S + T be aperiodic and such that the inverse image of a regular g-class 

is a regular g-class. For each idempotent e of T, e/3-’ is an aperiodic regular 

simple semigroup, i.e. a rectangular band. But rectangular bands form a locally 

finite variety, so that elc-’ is locally finite. By Brown’s lemma, this implies that S 

is finite. 

For each morphism 7t : A+ + T (and there are only finitely many such morphisms), 

let (Si, pi, oi)iel be the family of all triples (S, 0, o) where S is a finite semigroup, 

o : A+ -+ S is an onto morphism, p : S + T is a regular LI-morphism, and r = op. 

Note that each semigroup S for which there exists a regular LI-morphism from S 

into T is an Si for some choice of r. 

Let then S be the subsemigroup of nic,Si generated by the (aoi)iEl, for all a EA, 
and let p: S -+ T be the restriction of (&)iGl to S. Since each Bi is a regular LI- 

morphism, the reverse image of any regular g-class of T by p is a regular g-class 

of S (see the proof of Proposition 3.9 above), and hence S is finite. This is to say 

that there exists a maximal (finite) object (S, /?, (o;)iel) in the family (Si, Bi, (3i)islr 

which concludes the proof. 0 

Note that the hypothesis that the morphisms are regular is essential. Indeed, if 

S is any cyclic aperiodic semigroup, then /I : S -+ 1 is an LI-morphism, but S can have 

an arbitrarily cardinality. Recall that, after Proposition 3.6, LI-morphisms can be 

decomposed by 2-sided products by Y. So, given T and a set of generators for S, 

if /3: S --) T is a morphism that can be decomposed through Y ** ... ** V ** T, then 

S can be arbitrarily large, while if /3 is decomposed through a multiple product of 

T by V, the cardinality of S is bounded. As before, V denotes any non-trivial variety. 

3.4. Other applications 

Let 6’: S+ Tbe an m.p.s., Subsection 2.5 shows that SC V* T, for any non-trivial 

M-variety V, iff 8 is neither in class I, nor III, nor II,,,. We know that 8 is not in 

class I iff it is injective on %-classes. The exclusion of class III is equivalent to the 

following condition: 
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m If x<$y, then xO<~JJO. 

Finally, if 19 is injective on ticlasses, then it is not in class II,,t iff it is injective on 
%-classes. 

Note that, if p=fl,&, where /I, : S + V and p2 : V-t Tare onto morphisms, then 
p is injective on &%-classes iff both ,O, and & are. 

The same holds for property (P) as well, as we now prove. If p, and flz satisfy 
(P), it is trivial that p does too. Let us now prove the converse. Let s, S’E S satisfy 
s<$.4’. Then s/I, 5g Y/3,. But &gs’/3, would imply that SD= (~pr)/3~ and 
s’/?= (s’B,)/~~ are $-equivalent, which is absurd. So /3r satisfies (P). Let now u, U’E V 
such that v<$ v’, and S’E v’~;‘. Then u= w,u’w2 for some w,, w, E I”. Let then 
sr E wrp;’ and s2 E w.#,-‘. We have s =sls’s2 E I$;’ and ~5~s’. But s cannot be 
$-equivalent to s’ since their /I,-images u and u’ are not $-equivalent. So s<~ s’ 
and hence up2 =sp<$ s’p= ~‘0~. /J2 also satisfies (P). 

Let us then consider an onto morphism p: S -+ T that satisfies (P) and is injec- 
tive on H-classes, and let p= O1 .a. 8, be a factorization of /I in m.p.s.‘s, with 
Oi:Sj-+Sj+t, S,=SandS,+t= T. Then, each ei (1 I is n) satisfies (P) and is injec- 
tive on %-classes and hence Si< V*S;+ 1. This proves the following: 

Proposition 3.12. Let p : S--f T be an onto morphism satisfying (P) and injective on 
W-classes and let V be a non-trivial M-variety. Then S < V * - *. * V * T. Furthermore, 
if S and T are monoids, SCM,, 0 **.oM,oT with Mix V(lliln). 

Note the following particular case: 

Corollary 3.13. Let p: S+ T be an onto morphism satisfying (P) and injective on 
&?-classes. If V is an S- or an M-variety and TE V, then SE R * V. q 

Proof. By the above theorem, SEJ, **a* *J, * V. But * is associative, J1 c R and 
R*R=R [ll], so that SER* V. 0 

Similarly, if 0 : S -+ T is an m.p.s. that is neither in class III nor in class IICOl, then 
SC G * T and, by the results of Subsection 2.1, S< H * T for any non-trivial G- 
variety H containing the groups of S. 

As above, one can check that the exclusion of classes III and II,,, is equivalent 
to condition (P) and condition (Q) below. 

(Q) If x.%?y and xO=yO, then xOtiyf9. 

Again we need to check that, if onto morphisms /3t : S + V and /32 : I/+ T are such 
that /3=/$& satisfies (Q), then so do /?r and p2. Let S,S’E S be such that ~99s’ and 
s/I1 =s’&. Then sp=s’/3 and, since /I satisfies (Q), we have ~33’. Let now O, U’E V 
satisfy UZ%?V and up2= o’P,. Then v= o’a’ and o’=vb’ for some a’, b’ in V. Let 
SE@;‘, aEa;B;’ and beb’/3;‘. Then for all ir 0, s(ba)‘P, = u and s(ba)‘b& = 0’. 
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If i is such that @a)’ is idempotent, we see that s(ba)’ and s(ba)‘b are .9?-equivalent. 
But their P-images are equal so that they are &?-equivalent. Thus OL%?U’. 

So we have proved the following: 

Proposition 3.14. Let p : S -+ T be an onto morphism satisfying (P) and (Q) and let 
H be a non-trivial G-variety containing the groups of S. Then S< H * *.. * H * T. 
In particular, if H * H = H and TE V, then SE H * V. If S and T are monoids, 
SCMn” . ..oM.oT with M,EH (lriln). 0 

Of course, the dual statements of Propositions 3.12 and 3.14 obtained by replacing 
c%? by LZ? hold as well. 

Proposition 3.15. (1) The least S-variety (resp. M-variety) containing J, and closed 
under *r is R.$ (resp. R’). 

(2) If p : S + T is an onto morphism injective on _C.??-classes and V is an S- or an 
M-variety containing T, then SE V*,R’. 0 

Finally, Subsection 2.5 shows that if 8 : S + Tis an m.p.s., S< G * Tiff 19 is neither 
in class III nor class II,,r. This is the case in particular if 8 is injective on .%?-classes 
and satisfies (P). Indeed, (P) prevents 8 from being in class III. Note that the 
injectivity on 9Z-classes makes 8 aperiodic so that S< H * T for any non-trivial 
G-variety H. 

Property (P) is such that, if /3, : S -+ V and /$ : V-t T are onto morphisms, and 
p=&& satisfies (P), then both pi and p2 satisfy (P). So, if p: S--+ T is an onto 
morphism that is injective on %-classes and satisfies (P), and p = 8i ... 8, is a fac- 
torization in m.p.s.‘s, then each 8; is injective on .%-classes and satisfies (P). This 
proves the following proposition: 

Proposition 3.16. Let p : S -+ T be an onto morphism injective on &!-classes (resp. 
on Z-classes) and satisfying (P), and let H be a non-trivial G-variety. Then 
S<H* ... *H*T(resp. S<T*,H*,... *r H). In particular, if H * H = H and TE V, 
then SEH*V (resp. SE V*,H). If ,B is a monoid morphism, ScH,,o...oH,oT 
(resp. SC To,H, oy... o,H,,) with HiEH (lsiln). 0 
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